
Welcome back to ...

Instructor: Mr. C. Stewart

Course: Mathematics of Data Management, MDM 4U

"... , at least in part, the science of abstraction."

-Korner, The Pleasures of Counting
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Random House Dictionary, 2011

More on Abstraction...
Florence Nightingale, "The Passionate Statistician" (Cook, 1913)

• Crimean War (midnineteenth century,

borne out of religious convictions, rights 

to holy grounds, British & French respond

• Polar Area Charts (innovation)
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Problem

a) What can be implied from the following visual representation?

b) How do you think the visual was constructed? (mathematically)

b) How do you think the visual 
was constructed? mathematically?

• similar to a pie chart
in a pie chart, the radius is 

constant
the total area is proportionally 

divided among categories to show their 
relative frequency

for example, if one category has 
twice as many items, then its piece of 
the pie chart is twice as big as any other

• differences
the circle is divided into angles or wedges; each wedge has the same size for 

each category
radii differ, but there is still a constant of proportionality between the wedges
the square root of a category's frequency determines the wedges' radii.



c) What limitations do you think statistician's, at this time, had in the construction of 
polar area charts?

• tedious hand calculations
• handdrawn charts with rulers and curved templates
• lack of technology

• create a polar area graph in this course or another
• learn how squareroots were calculated by hand
• inform others about what you've learned
• research other female statisticians, and in general,     
female mathematicians
• conduct your own census and decide upon an 
appropriate visual representation for the data
• calculate measures of central tendencymean, 
median, and modefor your data and use them
• invent your own type of graph

d) If inspired, what could you dream of doing with this information?

More on Abstraction...

Alan Turing
• born 1912, London, England to upper, middleclass parents
• symbolic logic as an applied mathematics
• responsible for the technological developments of the 20th century
• pivotal role in deciphering German Enigma codes during WWII allowing German U     

boat communications to be determined
• proposed that computers would rival the human brain

Bombe , designed by Alan Turing to
decipher Enigma  codes



Activity:  Deciphering & Encoding

Consider the following simple cipher:

cipher: an algorithm for performing 
encryption or decryption

Use this cipher to evaluate the following:

c)

a)

b)



d)  How could you build upon or modify this form of decryption/encryption?  What 
purpose(s) could it serve?

A Final Thought...'Food' for You
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SMART Notebook


Course Expectations
MDM 4U

Important Student Information:


1. Attendance/Punctuality


· Some time will be spent in the computer lab, and handheld calculators will be used on other days.  By missing too many days, you will be jeopardizing your chances of earning credit for this course, as you will not have appropriate assistive technology.  


· Arrive on time for class; the school late policy will be followed. 

· If you have been absent, ensure that your notes are kept up to date.  They can be used during some in-class assessments and performance tasks.  Visit the course website (http://sites.google.com/site/datajust48/), periodically, to ensure that you have received important announcements, homework, links, etc.


· Inform me ahead of time if you know you will be absent for a class or classes (especially important for evaluations as outlined in Section 3).

2. 
Homework 


· The completion and understanding of assigned homework is of paramount importance to being successful in this course.  A commitment, on the part of the student, to work and study often will be required to be successful.  


· It is important to note that you now reside within a “community of learners.”  You will be accountable to your classmates, as well as your instructor, for presenting group work and homework solutions in class.  Students will also be expected to participate in responding to blog postings at http://datajust4u.blogspot.com.  More details on this will be provided in the weeks to come.


· At this level, homework will be checked periodically.  By this point in time, you either have the desire to do well or you do not; it’s that simple.


3. Assessment/Evaluation Policy


a.
If an evaluation is missed, it is the student’s responsibility to be prepared to write the evaluation either the day before their planned absence or on the day of their return.  Students will inform their instructor of such situations.  If you miss an evaluation due to serious illness, then you will be expected to write the evaluation on the day of your return.  


b.
 If an assignment is missed/late, you may be assigned zero.  If by the end of the semester you have not demonstrated the expectations covered by the missed/late evaluation, you will not earn credit for MDM 4U.  


c.
    If an assessment is missed, you are encouraged to inquire as to how you can demonstrate your understanding to your teacher.  

d.    If a pattern of missed assessment and evaluation occurs, a consultation with the administration, teacher and parents will be arranged. 

***For more details, refer to the "NDDHS Assessment and Evaluation Policy"***


4. Work Ethic


· If you do not plan to gain much from this course or your work ethic is poor, you will struggle and you should probably consider reviewing your post-secondary plans.  This may not be the right course for you!


· Aside from having this course as a prerequisite to a university-level program, you are enrolled in this course because you find mathematics interesting, challenging and enjoyable! 


· When experiencing difficulty, students are to access extra assistance.  Students are always welcome to come and discuss their difficulties with their classroom teacher.  Students should always check with me, in advance, to see when I am available for assistance.  


Shared Classroom Values:

 SEQ CHAPTER \h \r 1

1. Unless otherwise specified, the use of personal listening devices is not permitted.


2. If you wear a hat, please keep it stored underneath your desk.


3. Use all class time wisely and effectively.  Do not pack up early.



4. Stay in your desk until you have been dismissed by your teacher, not the bell.


5. Do not get out of your desk to talk to others while working unless otherwise specified by your teacher.


6. Do not verbally challenge or interrupt the teacher and other students.  This is a sign that you lack maturity and is disrespectful.  If you have a concern, choose an appropriate time, after class, to discuss the matter in a constructive manner.  

7. Use the washroom between classes and at lunch; not during class time.

Please do . . .


1. be present and on time.


2. bring all standard mathematical supplies on a daily basis.  Have these supplies prepared before class begins.  Ensure that you have some graph paper.  If any specific supplies are required for any lesson, you will be notified in advance.

3. maintain a positive attitude.  Having the right attitude speaks volumes, builds your integrity, and will help you succeed in any class, program, or workplace. ☺

4. try your best.  If you give all that you have, you cannot be disappointed with your results. ☺

5. have fun, but always strive to improve your problem solving skills.  In many instances, you will be grouped with other students to continue developing your problem solving skills. ☺

6. compliment or encourage others.  Make somebody’s day! ☺

7. raise your hand to ask questions, make suggestions, or give comments.

8. ask questions politely.  In turn, you will be acknowledged and answered. ☺

This classroom has been organized for your security and structured to offer an appropriate learning environment for Mathematics.  Any comments or suggestions on how to improve our class are always welcome.


Course:  MDM 4U

Instructor:  Mr. C. Stewart

Please sign and return this form to your teacher on ________________________________.


Student Acknowledgment

I, _________________________ (name of student) have read and understood the expectations of this course as outlined in class and in the introductory outlines provided.


Student email (if you have one): _______________________________ 


(Note:  Your email address might be used to invite you to comment on a course blog.)


Parent/Guardian Acknowledgement

As parents/guardians, we have also reviewed these same expectations (only one signature is required unless it is equally likely that I will be talking to both parents/guardians).


NB—I would greatly appreciate email information, as an email list can then be generated to inform parents/guardians of important dates, etc.  Please print neatly and check the case-sensitivity, symbols, etc. of your email addresses.  Thank You.


Name (Print): _______________________      Signature: ______________________


Phone: ______________________     AND    E-mail:  ______________________________________


Name (Print): _______________________      Signature: ______________________


Phone: ______________________     AND    E-mail:  ______________________________________


· If you have any concerns or comments at this point in time, please e-mail me at christopher.stewart@ucdsb.on.ca or phone 613-448-2328 (x-4807).  


· You might also choose to provide me with some details regarding your son/daughter in the space provided below.  Thank you.


Comments: ____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________
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